Bluebonnet Electric Uses DFA Technology to Detect Arrester Failure and Accelerate Response
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Bluebonnet Electric Cooperative (BEC) recently used Distribution Fault Anticipation (DFA) technology to detect and locate
a failed lightning arrester and initiate response by a line crew before receiving conventional notification of the failure. DFA
enabled BEC to respond to this event sooner and with better diagnostic information.
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DFA technology was developed
Beyond improving reliability, earlier awareness of failures and better diagnostic
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information about them can, in some cases, help mitigate fire hazards. The failure of a
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details about their underlying causes. Although no technology will ever prevent all
failures and risks, DFA technology appears to be able to provide quicker notification and better information, enabling an
improved response.
Headquartered in Bastrop, Texas, Bluebonnet Electric Cooperative serves more than 85,000 consumers in central Texas.
Bluebonnet has instrumented fourteen distribution lines with DFA technology, in conjunction with the Texas Power Line-Caused
Wildfire Mitigation project.

